Thirteen members of the public spoke during the public comments portion of the meeting. See the transcript and the video recording of the meeting, posted on the Board’s website, for the complete remarks of each speaker.

The Chicago Police Department responded to the remarks by Sherry Bolling, Lisa Davis, Jacquelyn Carey, Charlene Beasley, Leonettsi Hardy, Eunice Chatman-Regis, Jennifer Edwards, LaKeisha Caples, and Linda Hudson (see below).

The Office of the Police Board determined that the remarks made by the remaining speakers did not require a response in addition to that provided at the meeting.
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• Lt. Loughney of the 004th District contacted Ms. Bolling via telephone and email to invite her to upcoming Conversations with a Commander to further engage with Commander Milmine. Lt Loughney also advised Ms. Bolling that traffic missions will be conducted in her area to address traffic issues in her area.

• Lt. Loughney also contacted Ms. Davis via telephone and email to invite her to upcoming Conversations with a Commander to further engage with Commander Milmine. Lt. Loughney also advised Ms. Davis that district resources are conducting traffic missions to help address and reduce the issues concerning car clubs.

• Lt. Loughney contacted Ms. Carey to relate that the Department has requested and received technology resources to help monitor and address her concerns. Ms. Carey was advised that a Special Attention is also in place to direct 004th District personnel to patrol the area of concern. Ms. Carey was advised of a
community meeting with Alderman Harris on 26 August. District Coordination Officers and Community Policing personnel distributed flyers to the surrounding blocks in her area of concern.

- Commander Ben of the 006th District met with Pastor Hannah to review his plan to alleviate parking concerns voiced by Ms. Beasley. Commander Ben related this plan to Ms. Beasley who was happy steps were being taken to resolve the issue.

- Commander Ben spoke with Ms. Hardy who was also advised of the parking alleviation plan that was put in place by Pastor Hannah. Ms. Hardy was happy to hear from Commander Ben and that the parking concern was being addressed.

- Commander Ben spoke with Ms. Chatman-Regis who related she had concerns about the business at 457 E. 79th. Commander Ben addressed those concerns by advising Ms. Chatman-Regis that 006th District personnel and
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BACP are working together to address any issues concerning businesses in the district.

Ms. Chatman-Regis also mentioned the locations of 440 and 443 E. 80th Street in that she believed there were squatters in those locations. Commander Ben did not find any calls for service and reminded Ms. Chatman-Regis that calls for service are important to address these types of concerns. Commander Ben will have District Coordination Officers further investigate the matter.

- Lt. Irvin of the 003rd District spoke to Ms. Edwards about the District Coordination Officer Program. Ms. Edwards will have a follow-up meeting with Lt. Irvin on 18 August 22.

- Ms. Caples has been interviewed by an investigator with the Bureau of Internal Affairs and her investigation remains active. Ms. Caples also has an active criminal investigation with the Bureau of Detectives.
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- Commander Vanna of the Office of the Superintendent spoke to Mrs. Hudson regarding her concerns from the 4\textsuperscript{th} of July. Mrs. Hudson related additional concerns and was connected via email by Commander Vanna to Captain Murphy and Lieutenant Loughney.